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Overview

• T-2 Mod process developed and used to 

maintain safety for aircraft modification and 

instrumentation

• Formal airworthiness evaluation recently 

included as a parallel process

• The AFTC Form 6238, T-2 Modification 

Airworthiness Determination and Preliminary 

Hazard Analysis, form developed to support 

both processes
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Previous Form
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Previous Form (Cont.)

• Typically prepared by Modification Managers 

with some inputs from engineers

• Listed hazard areas rather than specific hazards

– Areas did not numerical coincide with MIL-HDBK-

516C

• Once an area is checked as applicable, the 

mitigation would be listed on the back side of 

the form
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AFTC FORM 6238

This form has 

gone through a 

number of 

changes, with 

this representing 

the current 

version awaiting 

approval by the 

airworthiness 

community
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Form 6238 (Cont.)

The form asks questions 

similar to the Air Force Life 

Cycle Management Center’s 

(AFLCMC) Airworthiness 

Determination Form (ADF) 

shown at right.
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Form 6238 (Cont.)

Identify which sections of MIL-HDBK-516C that are 

applicable and indicate whether the risk mitigation steps 

comply with applicable standards and/or guidance.  

Hazards are, where possible, further tied to handbook 

subsections and standards identified in the compliance 

summary.
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Form 6238 (Cont.)

A carryover from the previous form 5338 by providing 

Safety Review Board and Flight Test recommendations, 

followed by approvals of the Modification Engineering 

Authority (MEA) and the Chief Engineer/Delegated 

Technical Authority (CE/DTA).  Nearly the entire 

reverse side of the form is available for additional 

summaries.
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Form 6238 (Cont.)

• Prepared by engineers and signed by the MEA 

and CE/DTA.

• Provided to the CE/DTA for airworthiness impact 

evaluation prior to signing the T-2 Modification 

Configuration Control Board Directive (AFMC 

Form 244)

• “Living Document” subject to re-evaluation and 

change at any time during the design and 

modification process
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Preparation Process

• Begins with “free form” consideration of 

hazards

• Consider whether common hazards are 

applicable

• Consult the Consolidated Criteria List to help 

ensure all areas are considered

• Formulate risk mitigations

• Assess whether the mitigations coincide with 

the applicable standards and/or guidance
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Preparation Process (Cont.)

• Once the engineers have developed the form it 

is presented to other engineers during staff peer 

reviews

• The MEA then reviews and signs the document 

to be passed on to the CE/DTA to support their 

airworthiness impact assessment

• Will be coordinated through the Director Of 

Engineering (DOE) for impact modifications

• It is presented to the Configuration 

Control/Design Review Board (DRB) for both 

Preliminary CCB and Design Approval requests
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Common Hazards

• Aero/ME
– Cockpit/Flight Deck mounted items dislodge resulting in damage 

to equipment and/or injury to personnel

– Instrumentation installation impairs aircraft control

– Pressure bulkhead or skin penetrations prevent adequate cabin 

pressurization

– Installed system inhibits egress

• EE
– Installed system or components interfere with the avionics system

– Power requirements of installed system exceed available aircraft 

power

– Avionics bus tap degrades operation of the bus

– Inadequate current protection or wire selection results in overheat 

and possible combustion of wire and electronic components
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Exercise

• A new, four engine transport aircraft needs to be 

tested to develop handling characteristics for 

publishing in the flight manual.  Among the 

alterations needed are:

– Provide control switches to close production fuel 

valves to any one of the engines in order to evaluate 

the engine out characteristics during all phases of 

flight

– Install an in-line load cell in one yoke to measure 

pilot’s pitch and roll control loads

– Install rack with DAS/Recorder and a transmitter and 

antennas to telemeter data to a ground station 

providing both on-board and ground data recording

– Provide a display for airspeed on the glare shield.  

Airspeed developed from Special Instrumentation
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Exercise (Cont.)

• Begins with “free form” consideration of 

hazards

• Consider whether common hazards are 

applicable

• Consult the Consolidated Criteria List to help 

ensure all areas are considered

• Formulate risk mitigations

• Assess whether the mitigations coincide with 

the applicable standards and/or guidance
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BACKUP SLIDES
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Possible Exercise Answer
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Possible Exercise Answer (Cont.)
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Possible Exercise Answer (Cont.)
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Variation on the Exercise

• What if the following were required?

– The ability to kill multiple engines

– Load cells installed in both yokes

– The pilot would rely solely on the airspeed 

displayed on the glare shield, rather than have it 

as a reference value.
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Variation on the Exercise Form 6238
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Variation on the Exercise Form 6238 

(Cont.)
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Variation on the Exercise Form 6238 

(Cont.)
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Variation on the Exercise Form 6239
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Variation on the Exercise Form 6239 

(Cont.)
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Variation on the Exercise Form 6239 

(Cont.)
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Variation on the Exercise Form 6239 

(Cont.)


